
QA & Testing

Reduced time to market for new releases

Improved performance and reliability

Maximized ROI and cost efficiency by allowing your
company to better utilize existing resources

Improved customer satisfaction

Significantly decreased risk of defects and failures

Provides a third-party, unbiased perspective  

Delivery that exceeds expectations and addresses the critical factors of functionality, design, and reliability. 
The results are a quality solution that ensures a high level of success and proficiency.

Automation & Agile

A Testing Center of Excellence (TCoE) is an integrated solution which combines people, process shared service 
activity, tools, and infrastructure. V-Soft’s dedicated TCoE focuses on improving processes to deliver superior 
results. V-Soft works to ensure that processes are efficient and effective as per the quality standards defined 
for software products.

Benefits of Using V-Soft’s TCoE

- VP Enterprise Systems and Software Development

Given a short turnaround time, I was really impressed at the level
of communication and commitment by V-Soft to meet my delivery
date. V-Soft’s testing team was thorough, detailed, and helped

deliver a seamless application for our company.

V-Soft’s Testing CoE

Proven Independent QA Services for the Enterprise

Testing Center of Excellence



OAUTH
SQL Injection
Brute Force Attack
End-to-End Encryption

RESTful
SOAP UI
Hamcrest
Gson

POSTMAN
REST Assured with Java

Selenium WebDriver
PHP Unit
Cucumber
Extent Reports
TestNG
JUnit, Ranorex
eggPlant

V-Soft’s TCoE is equipped with the necessary tools, equipment, methodologies, and experts to
deliver the high-quality applications that today’s enterprise requires.

Professional QA & Testing Services

Mobile Test Automation Security and Penetration Testing

Web Services TestingAutomation Testing

Detect and report any defects on regular builds, including
an overview on how defects were identified with a Root
Cause Analysis
Perform enhancement testing and a thorough defects
retest for post-fix releases
Identify and report on any new defects that may occur
on any proposed changes
Run smoke tests to ensure primary functionality of the
application is working as expected when build is released into new environments
Execute regression tests to ensure there will be no impact on the rest of the application caused by any bug
fixes or enhancements
Provide various metrics which reports the current status of test executions on each phase to get a clear 
understanding of the actual situation of the application
Utilize White Box Automation Testers to test beyond the user experience, capable of debugging
the source code of your project to determine expected output

System
Integration
UAT

Smoke
Functional
Regression
ProductionSupport/
Maintenance Testing

Manual Testing

Appium SeeTest

Perfecto
DeviceAnywhere

spring

JMeter          

Database Testing

Load and Performance Testing

ServiceNow™ Testing
MuleSoft™ Testing

SQL Server MySQL

Delivering Proven Results

Louisville | Atlanta | Madison | Chicago | Denver | Philadelphia | Toronto

VSoftConsulting.com  Toll Free 844.425.8425|

QA Capabilities

HP Load Runner

REST
Assured




